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In this paper, using the chemical bath deposition method and employing 
the suitable deposition temperature, internal doping of Cu2+ ions into 
nanocrystalline ZnS thin films is reported. X-ray diffraction analysis 
(XRD) was used to evaluate the structure of the films, which consists of 
sub-7 nm crystallites of the cubic ZnS. FE-SEM images indicated that the 
surface morphology of the Cu-doped ZnS films is strongly dependent on 
dopant level. The influence of the Cu2+ ions concentration on optical and 
specially photoluminescence properties of the Cu:ZnS thin films have been 
investigated and discussed. Defect-free emission spectra at low deposition 
temperatures and the appearance of the dopant-related emission peak at 
higher temperatures demonstrate that this method is an effective strategy for 
chemical deposition of the Cu-doped ZnS nanocrystals on glass substrates. 
Furthermore, the concentration quenching effect on photoluminescence 
intensity has been observed which can be related to non-radiative 
transitions between electronic energy levels of the neighboring Cu2+ ions 
in the ZnS host lattice. 

INTRODUCTION
The light-matter interaction has been and still 

is a principal research field for understanding the 
optical properties of solid-state materials [1]. In this 
regard, to provide suitable semiconducting thin 
films with applicable features, it is very important to 
investigate their optical and surface morphological 
properties. The optical characteristics of the 
semiconductor thin films are directly related to 
their structural and electronic properties, and 
hence they are very important in optoelectronic 
devices [2]. Furthermore, light emission is 
another property that has to be analyzed in pure 
semiconductor structures. Especially, the origin of 
the luminescence characteristic in semiconducting 

nanocrystals appears from spontaneous radiative 
recombination of bound electron-hole pairs 
(excitons) that occurs in the core structure [3]. 
The spectral range of emission in semiconductor 
nanocrystals is highly dependent on the type of 
host matrix and in this respect; zinc sulfide (ZnS) 
is one of the most technically important structures 
[4]. The ZnS thin films with a wide direct bandgap 
and n-type conductivity [5–7] are promising 
structures for application in optoelectronic 
devices such as; electroluminescent devices and 
photovoltaic cells [8–10]. Nonetheless, to stabilize 
the ZnS system against possible surroundings 
effects such as optical and chemical corrosions and 
also to extend the potential areas where the ZnS 
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thin films can be applied, the dopant ions have to 
be introduced. It would help researchers to make 
certain and desired properties such as wide or 
narrow bandgap, high optical absorbance, tunable 
emission color, ferromagnetism, and etcetera [11, 
12]. Indeed, the capability of precise control over 
the doping in semiconductor nanocrystals can 
create an opportunity for fabricating functional 
materials with new desirable properties for 
applications in the real world such as biomedical 
diagnosis, solar cells, and spintronics [13, 14]. 
From this point of view, copper ions as a dopant 
agent can be a good choice for the improvement 
of the optical, electrical, and structural properties 
of ZnS thin films [15, 16]. Particularly, impurity 
states of copper ions can be localized in the mid-
gap region and if the doping process was suitable, 
the emission spectra would show the emission 
peak related to their energy levels.

Despite the existence of the large variety of 
deposition techniques such as physical vapor 
deposition [17], sputtering techniques [18], 
chemical vapor deposition [19], sol-gel [20], and 
spray pyrolysis [21], searching the most reliable 
and economic techniques for deposition of the 
Cu-doped ZnS thin films has always been the 
main goal in recent researches. Among these 
deposition methods, the chemical bath deposition 
(CBD) is currently attracting a great deal of 
attention as a relatively simple and cost-effective 
method. This method does not need sophisticated 
instruments and vacuum and can also be applied 
at low temperatures (30-80 °C) to deposit large-
scale thin films [22–25]. In addition, it involves 
chemical reactions in which the precursors are 
mostly undergoing reactions at the surface or in 
the vicinity of the substrate.

Up to date, little literature has been reported 
on the chemical bath deposition of Cu-doped ZnS 
(Cu:ZnS) thin films [26-29]. Jayanthi et al. reported 
a CBD-based route for the preparation of ZnS:Cu 
thin films [26]. Muthukumaran et al. studied the 
structural and photoluminescence properties 
of ZnS:Cu thin films deposited by the chemical 
bath method. However, they reported that the 
hexagonal Cu-doped ZnS films showed an emission 
peak at about 500 nm, which could arise from the 
recombination between the shallow donor level 
(sulfur vacancies) and the t2 level of Cu2+ ions [27]. 
Ortíz-Ramos et al. have prepared Cu-doped ZnS 
thin films by CBD method. They reported that the 
morphology of films is improved with increasing 

Cu concentration [28]. Recently, Jrad et al. also 
studied the effect of Cu concentration on the 
structural, optical, and electrical properties of 
ZnS:Cu alloyed thin films. They also determined the 
electric resistivity, volume carrier concentration, 
surface carrier concentration, and Hall mobility for 
obtained alloyed thin films [29]. In recent work, 
Xu et al. reported chemical bath deposition of 
p-type transparent conducting thin films of (CuS)
x:(ZnS)1−x nanocomposite. They also fabricated a 
heterojunction p-(CuS)x:(ZnS)1−x/n-Si solar cell with 
the open-circuit voltage of 535 mV [8]. However, 
to the best of our knowledge, there are just a few 
short reports on Cu-doped ZnS thin films prepared 
by the CBD method. Furthermore, information on 
the effect of dopant concentration on the emission 
properties of these films is still limited and needs 
to be investigated in more detail.        

In the present work, the Cu-doped ZnS thin 
films were chemically deposited in a weak acidic 
bath (pH of 6.0), in which ethylenediamine tetra-
acetic acid disodium salt and thioacetamide act as 
a complexing agent and a source of sulfide ions, 
respectively. The main aim of this report is the 
study of the doping level effect on composition, 
surface morphology, nanocrystalline structure, 
optical and photoluminescence properties of the 
Cu:ZnS thin films, which have been extensively 
investigated using EDX, FESEM, XRD, UV–Vis, and 
photoluminescence spectroscopy. In addition, 
the facility of the suggested method to achieve 
the internal doping concept is the novelty of 
the present work which can be useful for the 
deposition of other metal-doped ZnS thin films.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Zinc acetate dihydrate [Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O], 

copper nitrate trihydrate [Cu(NO3)2.3H2O], 
ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid disodium salt 
(Na2EDTA), thioacetamide (CH3CSNH2), NaOH, 
Isopropyl alcohol, and HCl which were purchased 
from Merck Company were of analytical grade 
and used without further purification. Deionized 
water was used in all of the cleaning and solutions 
preparation steps. 

Nanocrystalline Cu-doped ZnS thin films were 
deposited on commercial microscope glass 
slides and polycrystalline silicon substrates. The 
substrates were initially cleaned in sulphochromic 
acid solution and were subsequently washed with 
deionized water, isopropyl alcohol, and double-
distilled water. Then, substrates were transferred 
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to an oven and dried at 70 °C. The required bath 
solution was prepared as follows; firstly, desired 
amounts of 0.05 molL-1 (M) Cu(NO3)2 solution were 
added to the mixture of 6 mL of 1 M Zn(OAc)2 and 
15 mL of 0.2 M Na2EDTA solutions. The solution pH 
was about 4.5-5 at different dopant percentages 
which were increased by the addition of 1 M NaOH 
to 6. Then 30 mL of 0.4 M thioacetamide solution 
was slowly added to the above solution. The 
whole solution was brought to the volume of 100 
mL by the addition of deionized water followed by 
drop-wise addition of NaOH solution for adjusting 
the pH at 6 again. The dried/clean substrates have 
been vertically placed in a solution-containing 
glass tank and immediately transferred to a 
thermostat bath which has been previously set 
at three different temperatures of 40, 60, and 
80 °C. The deposition solution was kept at the 
desired temperature for 8 h without any kind of 

stirring. The deposited films were finally washed 
with distilled water and dried in the air at room 
temperature. The as-prepared films were smooth, 
uniform, and had good adherence to substrates. 
The Cu2+:Zn2+ molar ratio in the deposition solution 
was varied from 0.0008:100 to 0.75:100.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were 
performed to check the crystallinity of the 
prepared thin films using an automated Philips 
X’Pert X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation 
(40 kV and 30 mA). The surface morphology of 
the Cu:ZnS films was observed by field emission 
scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM; Hitachi 
S-4200) under an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. The 
thin film’s thickness was measured by a Dektak3 
profilometer. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
(EDX) was performed using an Oxford INCA II 
energy solid-state detector equipped with a field 
emission gun. Room temperature absorption 
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Fig. 1. The XRD patterns of the Cu:ZnS thin films deposited at different 
Cu:Zn molar ratios and at 80°C for 8 h.
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and emission spectra were also recorded using 
Cary 300 Bio UV-vis and Cary Eclipse fluorescence 
spectrophotometers, respectively. The thickness of 
films was also measured by a Dektak profilometer. 
All measurements were carried out at room 
temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The XRD patterns of the nanocrystalline Cu:ZnS 

thin films deposited at different Cu:Zn molar ratios 
are shown in Fig. 1. The standard XRD pattern 
for zincblende structure of the bulk ZnS (Joint 
Committee for Powder Diffraction Standards, 
JCPDS card no. 05-0566) is given at the bottom 
of Fig. 1. The XRD peaks are broadened because 
of the nano-scale size of the structures. As can 
be seen in Fig. 1, three broad peaks appeared in 
the diffractogram at around 28.5°, 47.7° and 56.6° 
reveal the formation of pure-phase polycrystalline 
Cu:ZnS films with cubic zincblende structure 
(β-ZnS phase) and good crystalline quality without 
any noticeable difference to pure ZnS [30]. All 
the peaks are in good agreement with the Joint 
committee on powder diffraction standard 
(JCPDS) data (card no. 05-0566) belonging to the 
zinc blend ZnS structure. From the XRD profile, no 
diffracted peaks due to CuS in all patterns have 
been observed which can be a reason for the 
presence of the Cu2+ impurities as dopant ions.

Although the Scherrer equation is usually 
employed to estimate particle size, it does not 
involve the micro-strain present in polycrystalline 
thin films. The broadening (βD) in the Scherrer 
equation represents the broadening related to the 

size of particles alone;
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where k is a constant determined by the 
geometry of the crystallites and it is approximately 
0.9 for spherical particles, λ is the wavelength 
of the used X-ray radiation, D is the average 
nanocrystallite size, and θ is an angle corresponding 
to the diffraction maximum. However, the entire 
contribution to the observed broadening in XRD 
peaks is owing to the sum of the particle size-
related broadening (βD), broadening due to lattice 
strain (βs), and instrumental-related broadening 
(βi). The instrumental-related broadening arises 
from various factors such as non-parallelism of 
the incident x-ray beam, the presence of other 
wavelengths apart from Cu-Kα, etc., and it is a 
constant for a particular experimental setup. 
Besides, the lattice strain in polycrystalline 
materials arises from various defects in crystals 
structure. Thus the experimentally observed 
broadening (βe) in x-ray diffraction patterns can be 
written as [31];
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The broadening due to lattice strain can be 
written as;
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By inserting equations 2 and 3 in equation 1, we 
could easily derive the Williamson-Hall equation 
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Fig. 2. (a) Plots of βcosθ against 4sinθ for the Cu:ZnS films deposited at different Cu:Zn molar ratios and at the deposition temperature 
of 80 °C for 8 h. (b) FT-IR spectrum of the Cu:ZnS films deposited at Cu:Zn molar ratio of 0.04:100.
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as follow;
 

 𝛽𝛽𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝐾𝐾𝜆𝜆
𝐷𝐷 + 4𝜀𝜀 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝜃𝜃 
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where β is the subtraction of the instrumental-
related broadening (βi) from the experimentally 
observed broadening (βe), i.e., (βe–βi), and it must 
be corrected using the geometric mean (β=(βe-βi)
(βe

2-βi
2)1/2)1/2), ε is the lattice strain in the films, 

while all other symbols have the same meaning 
as in the previous equations. Thus, it is clear that 
when a linear least-square fit of βcosθ is plotted 
versus 4sinθ, a straight line with slope ε and 
intercept kλ/D is obtained, as shown in Fig. 2(a). 
The values of the lattice strain and the average 
nanocrystals size for the thin films deposited at 
different Cu:Zn molar ratios can be calculated from 
the slope and intercept of these straight lines, 
respectively. All these values are given in Table 1. 

Briefly, it could be concluded from Table 1 that the 
values of lattice strain (ε) in the case of all Cu:ZnS 
thin films deposited at different Cu:Zn molar 
ratios are notably small and it does not change 
remarkably with alteration in Cu:Zn molar ratios.

These small lattice strain values indicate that 
the nanocrystals size factor plays an important 
role in broadening the X-ray diffraction peaks of 
the Cu:ZnS thin films deposited at different Cu:Zn 
molar ratios. Moreover, it can be seen that as 
the Cu:Zn molar ratio increases from 0.0008:100 
to 0.75:100, the nanocrystallites size was slightly 
increased from 5.30 nm to 6.9 nm.

FT-IR spectrum of the Cu:ZnS films deposited at 
Cu:Zn molar ratio of 0.04:100 has been shown in 
Fig. 2(b). As it indicates, there is no signal related to 
the impurities or any other organic species except 
two very weak peaks related to the stretching 
and bending vibration modes of O-H groups due 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. The Raman spectra of the Cu:ZnS thin films deposited at 
different Cu:Zn molar ratios and at 80°C for 8 h.

Cu:Zn 
molar ratios 

Film thickness 
(nm) 

Real Cu:Zn:S 
atomic ratios 

Average 
nanocrystallite size 

(nm) 

Lattice strain 
(ε) 

0.0008:100 

0.04:100 

0.75:100 

382 

369 

378 

0.21:99.6:100 

0.66:97.5:100 

1.41:95.1:100 

5.3 

6.0 

6.9 

8.0×10-3 

8.5×10-3 

8.6×10-3 

 

Table 1. The film thickness, the real Cu:Zn atomic ratios, the average nanocrystallites size, and the lattice 
strain values for the Cu:ZnS thin films deposited at different Cu:Zn molar ratios and at 80 °C for 8 h.
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to trace amounts of adsorbed water on the films 
during the storage time [22].

Fig. 3 shows the Raman spectra of the Cu:ZnS 
thin films deposited at different Cu:Zn molar ratios 
and at 80 °C for 8 h. In all spectra, two broadened 
peaks related to the first- and second-order 
longitudinal optical phonon vibrations (1LO and 
2LO) were observed at around 348 and 652 cm-1, 
respectively [32]. It is observed that with increasing 
the Cu:Zn molar ratios in the deposition solution, 
no shift in the position of Raman peaks occurs, 
indicating that the predominant β-ZnS phase is 
preserved. Also, with increasing the Cu content 
in the films, the intensity of peaks decreases 
slightly. Similar results have been reported by 
others [33]. The broadening of peaks could be 
probably due to phonon confinement as a result 

of the nanocrystalline structure of the Cu:ZnS films 
[33]. It should be noted that no peak related to 
the phonon modes of CuS has appeared in the 
spectra. The CuS has two characteristic bands at 
270 and 474 cm-1 corresponding to the A1g TO and 
the S–S bonding stretching [34].

Fig. 4 shows the surface morphology of the 
Cu:ZnS thin films deposited at different Cu:Zn 
molar ratios and at 80 °C for 8 h. As can be seen 
in images, the surface of all thin films is composed 
of relatively dense and uniform granular grains 
formed by tightly bound nanocrystals, without 
the presence of voids, pinholes, or cracks. In 
addition, with increasing the Cu:Zn molar ratio 
from 0.0008:100 to 0.75:100, the grain sizes 
are gradually increased. The same morphology 
properties for the Cu-doped ZnS thin films 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. SEM images of the Cu:ZnS thin films deposited at different Cu:Zn molar ratios: (a) 0.0008:100, (b) 
0.04:100, and (c) 0.75:100.
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deposited by the CBD method were reported by 
other researchers [28, 30]. In the CBD method, 
the formation of the film on a substrate takes 
place by nucleation and growth processes, where 
the ionic product of the metallic and sulfur ions 
exceeds the solubility product [35]. Because the 
solubility product of CuS (8×10-37) is much less 
than that of ZnS (1.1×10-24) [36], the addition of 
Cu2+ ions to the deposition solution (increasing of 
Cu:Zn molar ratio) would lead to a small increase 
in the nucleation rate and subsequently the faster 
growth of nanocrystals, resulting in the formation 
of bigger grains (Fig. 4). The average size of grains 
(about 100 nm) on the surface of the films is 
greater than the nanocrystallites size calculated 
from the XRD results (about 5-7 nm). This is 
likely because the grains themselves must be a 
coalescence of the tightly bound nanocrystallites. 
This phenomenon was also reported by other 
researchers for the ZnS thin films chemically 

deposited on glass substrates [15]. 
Chemical compositions of the Cu:ZnS thin films 

were analyzed by the EDX technique. Fig. 5 shows 
the EDX spectra of the Cu-doped ZnS thin films 
deposited on a silicon substrate at different Cu:Zn 
molar ratios and at 80 °C for 8 h. The presence 
of Zn, S, and Cu-related peaks demonstrate the 
formation of the Cu:ZnS thin films. The signal 
of silicon comes from the silicon substrate. It 
also revealed that the deposited films are close 
to their stoichiometry. The real Cu:Zn:S atomic 
ratios of different films were listed in Table 1. For 
all the films, the atomic percentage of the zinc is 
less than that of the sulfur. As can be seen, with 
increasing the nominal Cu:Zn molar ratio used 
in the deposition solution, the real Zn:S atomic 
ratio is decreased. In other words, as the amount 
of Cu dopant increased in the deposited films, 
the content of the zinc vacancy states in the host 
lattice (ZnS) is also increased. This observation, 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. EDX spectra of the Cu:ZnS thin films deposited on silicon substrate at different Cu:Zn molar ratios: (a) 0.0008:100, (b) 0.04:100, 
and (c) 0.75:100.
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suggests that there can be zinc vacancy states in 
the lattice structure of the films that are highly 
effective on emission properties of the Cu-doped 
ZnS thin films.

When a light beam is incident upon a 
semiconducting thin film, a fraction of the beam 
will be reflected, another part will be transmitted 
through the film, and the rest of the beam will be 
absorbed. The co-plotting of the transmittance 
and reflectance spectra for the Cu:ZnS thin films 
deposited at different Cu:Zn molar ratios has 
been shown in Fig. 6. As it is clear, the thin films 
are vigorously transparent at wavelengths larger 
than 350 nm. Additionally, the sharp increase in 
the transmittance spectra from 310 nm to 340 nm, 
exhibits the uniformity and compactness of the 
crystal structure in the Cu:ZnS thin films [37].

The absorption of photons gives rise to the 
transition of the electrons from valance band 
to conduction band. The absorption ability is 
calculated by its absorption coefficient (α) which is 
a function of frequency and is defined as;
 

 

 𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼0𝑒𝑒−𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  
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where I and I0 are the intensities of the 
transmitted and incident beams, respectively, and 
d is the thickness of the film. By calculating the 
absorption coefficient from the UV-Vis spectra, 
and employing the Fermi golden law [38], the 
optical bandgap energy can be estimated by using 

the following relation;

 

 

 𝛼𝛼ℎ𝜈𝜈 = 𝐴𝐴(ℎ𝜈𝜈 − 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔)𝑛𝑛                                              (6)
                                                                                                           

where hν is the photon energy, Eg is the 
bandgap energy, A is a constant and it is a function 
of refractive index and hole/electron effective 
masses [39]. “n” is a constant and related to the 
type of the transition and in the form of direct 
allowed transitions, n value is equal to 1/2 [40]. 
To determine the direct bandgap energy of the as-
prepared films, according to the relation between 
the absorption coefficient (α) and the incident 
photon energy (hν), a plot of (αhν)2 as a function 
of incident photon energy (hν) is drawn for the 
Cu:ZnS thin films deposited at different Cu:Zn 
molar ratios (Fig. 7). Extrapolation of the best fitted 
straight line to intercept the hν axis at (αhν)2=0 
gives an estimation for optical band gap energies. 
It is observed that the value of the bandgap energy 
for the Cu:ZnS thin films decreases from 3.84 to 
3.64 eV with increasing the Cu:Zn molar ratio from 
0.0008:100 to 0.75:100, respectively. This trend 
can be attributed to increasing of nanocrystals 
size as has been shown by XRD analysis. Due to 
the size dependency of semiconductors’ bandgap 
energy, the growth of nanocrystals is associated 
with decreasing the bandgap energy. 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is a 
convenient characteristic technique for indicating 
the energy structure and defects of semiconducting 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. (a) Transmittance and (b) reflectance spectra of the Cu-doped ZnS thin films deposited at different Cu:Zn molar ratios.
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thin films. To investigate the effect of deposition 
temperature on PL emission spectra of the Cu-
doped ZnS thin films, different films were prepared 
at three different temperatures of 40, 60, and 80 
°C. As is shown in Fig. 8a, increasing the deposition 
temperature has three main effects. First, there 
is a slight red shift by increasing the deposition 
temperature. This shift would be an ensuing result 
of easier growth of the nanocrystals, formation 
of larger nanocrystals and because of the size 
dependency of the bandgap in semiconductor 
nanocrystals, it yields to decrease of the bandgap 
energy and red-shift in PL spectra. The intense peak 
at about 375 nm can be attributed to excitonic-
involved recombination for charge carriers [41]. As 
is seen in the absorption spectrum (Fig. 8b), the 
absorption edge has been located at around 345 
nm. This is due to the excitation of the electrons 
from the valence band to the conduction band. By 
comparing the emission and absorption spectra 
of the Cu:ZnS thin films prepared at 80 °C and at 
optimized dopant concentration (Fig. 8b) the small 
Stokes shift of about 30 nm is observed. This will 
further suggest that the first emission peak can 
be assigned to the recombination of the excited 
electrons in excitonic states with remaining holes 
in the valence band. Secondly, with increasing the 
deposition temperature, the overall enhancement 

of the emission intensity is observed which indicates 
the better crystallinity of the thin films prepared at 
high deposition temperatures. Finally, there is an 
obvious temperature-dependent variation in PL 
emission peaks. As is observed, the PL emission 
spectrum at the low temperature of 40 °C shows a 
broad excitonic peak located around 370 nm and 
a small shoulder at about 415 nm which has been 
attributed to sulfur vacancies [42]. Besides, at low 
deposition temperatures, Cu2+ ions are probably 
located as surface doping which increases the 
possibility of non-radiative recombination through 
the surface trap states and less-intense emission 
peaks come to pass. However, the initial increase 
in deposition temperature to 60 °C is accompanied 
by the appearance of a new emission peak at 
about 517 nm. Indeed, increasing the deposition 
temperature leads to the enhancement of the 
nanocrystals’ growth rate. This would increase 
the formation possibility of zinc vacancy sites as 
previously showed by EDX results and it can be 
characterized by the formation of a new pathway 
for recombination of the charge carriers in the 
wavelength range of about 517 nm [43]. The most 
attractive result was observed when the higher 
deposition temperature of 80 °C was used. At 
this condition, not only the overall intensity of 
the emission spectrum increases but also there 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Plots of (αhν)2 versus hν for the Cu:ZnS thin films deposited at different Cu:Zn molar ratios (inset: 
variation of bandgap energy versus Cu:Zn molar ratio).
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would be a new emission center at about 500 
nm. The possible reason for this observation can 
be illustrated as follows; Generally, by increasing 
the deposition temperature, the Cu2+ dopant 
ions adsorbed on the surface of the host ZnS 
nanocrystals, can diffuse more easily to inside of 
the host matrix, locate at the Zn2+ ion sites and 

make their own luminescence centers which are 
appeared in the mid-gap region. This leads to 
appearance of the Cu-related peak at 500 nm by 
substitution of the zinc vacancy sites which is in 
harmony with the internal-doping concept (Fig. 
8a) [42, 44, 45]. Regarding these illustrations, the 
suggested recombination processes have been 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. (a) PL emission spectra of the Cu:ZnS thin films deposited at different deposition temperatures, and (b) absorption/emission 
spectra of the thin films deposited at 80 °C for 8 h. The Cu:Zn molar ratio in the reaction solution was fixed at 0.04:100.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. A proposed depiction for recombination pathways in the present Cu:ZnS thin films.
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shown in Fig. 9.
The effectiveness of the present method for the 

preparation of the Cu-doped ZnS thin films is more 
clear when one takes a look again at the PL emission 
spectrum at the low deposition temperature of 
40 °C. As can be seen, there is approximately no 
emission peak related to defect states (except a 
shoulder at 415 nm). Denzler et al. and Haddad et 
al. [46, 47] recognized four types of defects sites 
that are present in ZnS structure, which generates 
four trap levels inside the forbidden energy gap 
(in the range of 415-520 nm). Based on these 
results, it can be concluded that the crystallinity 
of the deposited thin films is high enough, even 
at low deposition temperatures. But the suitable 
condition for internal doping of Cu2+ ions is 
provided at higher deposition temperatures.

To obtain the best dopant concentration for 
emission properties, different amounts of Cu2+ ions 
were used. By incorporation of a higher amount 
of copper ions, the emission intensity reaches its 
maximum at Cu:Zn molar ratio of 0.04:100 and 
then, the PL emission intensity quenches (Fig. 
10). This trend would be rational due to non-
radiative energy transfer between exceeding 
dopant levels within the mid-gap region. In this 
situation, carriers prefer to lose their exciting 

energy in a mentioned manner instead of radiative 
recombination. Such behavior was observed in 
previous work on transition metal-doped ZnS 
semiconducting thin films [36]. Besides, when 
the concentration of dopant increases, the excess 
amount of dopant ions would locate at the 
surface of the ZnS nanocrystals through the self-
purification phenomenon in such structures [48]. 
These surface-located impurities may serve as 
surface defect states and result in non-radiative 
emission. Hence, the PL intensity, which originates 
from the radiative recombination possibility in the 
semiconductor structures, is decreased.

CONCLUSION
A simple CBD method was successfully used 

for efficient doping of the ZnS thin films by small 
amounts of Cu2+ ions in an ammonia-free bath. 
Using XRD patterns and the Williamson-Hall 
equation, the small effect of the strain on the lattice 
structure of the films was demonstrated. A study 
of the surface morphology of the deposited films 
at different Cu:Zn molar ratios by using FE-SEM, 
showed noticeable adhesiveness with relatively 
uniform grains distribution. Both of the XRD and 
FE-SEM analyses, also showed that increasing the 
Cu:Zn molar ratio leads to a gradual increase in 

 

 

 
Fig. 10. Effect of Cu:Zn molar ratio on PL emission spectra of the Cu:ZnS thin films deposited at 80 

°C for 8 h.
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the grain sizes. The prepared films have optical 
transmission above 60% in the visible range of the 
spectrum. Except for the excitonic emission peak 
in photoluminescence spectra (375 nm), there are 
three kinds of emission peaks around 410, 517, 
and 500 nm at different deposition temperatures 
of 40, 60, and 80 °C, respectively. Based on the 
PL results in various deposition temperatures, it 
was concluded that the Cu2+ ions are successfully 
incorporated into the ZnS host matrix at 80 °C. 
It was found that the PL intensity of the films is 
strongly dependent on dopant concentration 
and it increased significantly with increasing the 
Cu:Zn molar ratio in the precursor solutions, and 
showed a maximum when the Cu:Zn molar ratio 
was 0.04:100. The combination of intense violet-
green emission, and a simple, low-cost method 
for deposition of the Cu;ZnS thin films can offer 
the opportunity for their potential applications 
in optoelectronic devices such as light-emitting 
diodes.
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